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ÁSDÍS

Electronic Music  Pop Music
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Born in Reykjavik, ÁSDÍS was already passionately working on her first song ideas
as a little girl. Landing in Berlin a few years ago, which immediately felt "like New
York City in the eighties" to her, the multi-instrumentalist (including cello, guitar
and piano), known for her incomparable humour, devoted herself intensively to
vocal studies and met her future manager Vanessa Kanapin, who helped her land
her first publishing deal in 2021. Known for her unusual styles in the studio and
of course always up for a prank, she prefers to focus her sheer endless reserves
of energy on catchy hooks and melodies that you can't get out of your head. The
intensive creative sessions with various songwriters, artists and producers as well
as

representatives of the Berlin boutique label WEFOR led to a whole series of great
songs, which were then released together with the label.  Most recently, ÁSDÍS
achieved her first #1 single in the Official German Airplay Charts in 2024 together
with Purple Disco Machine and their single "Beat Of Your Heart". A few years
ago, her collaboration with Polish DJ Gromee (on "Worth It") reached #1 in the
Polish airplay charts and she helped her Canadian colleague Sophie Simmons as
a co-writer into the top 10 of the Canadian Billboard charts ("Love Turns Lonely").
Further collaborations (e.g. with Daði Freyr, Say Say, ...) were followed last year
by the globally successful hit singles "Release" (with 220 Kid; together 13+ million
streams), "WOW" (with Toby Romeo and Keanu Silva; together 28 million) and, last
but not least, "Dirty Dancing" (with Glockenbach; Gold Award in Germany) - each
of which has since brought her double-digit stream numbers.

Stream numbers in the double-digit million range. "Dirty Dancing" feat. ÁSDÍS has
now reached more than 90 million streams and the top 3 of the Official German
Airplay Charts, as has her single "Angel Eyes".

Millions of views and streams, a rapidly growing fan base (3.2 million Spotify) who
love her voice and charisma.

Get your upgrade now!

Experience ÁSDÍS in an exclusive atmosphere at the Fan Zone Mainufer.
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60329 Frankfurt am Main
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Would you like to experience the free event up close and in a special ambience?
Get your ticket for our exclusive hospitality tent! With a direct view of the Big Screen
and the Main Stage, you can enjoy the best of both worlds here.

Tickets from € 59.00

Our hospitality area offers you comfortable seating and standing room, delicious
food and refreshing drinks - all included in the ticket price. The hospitality tent
always opens at 17:00 and is waiting to provide you with unforgettable moments.

Organiser: Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main

Events:
Freitag, 12.07.2024, 19:00 - 20:00 Uhr


